Sea-Level Rise Plan Update

On July 13, the Marin County Board of Supervisors approved an updated coastal plan—but without an environmental hazards chapter. Formally called the Local Coastal Program (LCP), the plan sets the ground rules for development in coastal areas. However, the adoption of environmental hazards policies has long been controversial, especially since property owners could face expensive mandates to prepare for sea-level rise, among other changes. “We are talking about people’s livelihoods, housing, road access, infrastructure. When policy personally affects so many it is difficult to develop and implement,” says Supervisor Dennis Rodoni, who was the only board member in support of finalizing the chapter to include with the rest of the LCP. “I see the county completing the chapter but not meeting our [approval] timeline, leaving everyone somewhat unhappy.” —Sydney Segal

Show Me Your Art

The San Francisco Fall Arts Show (sffallshow.org) is honoring its 40-year history with a virtual event. The show takes place in collaboration with InCollect from October 15 to 24 and showcase pieces from more than 50 of the top art dealers from around the world. Attendees can see an extraordinary range of fine and decorative arts representing all styles and periods. Paintings, furniture, ceramics, jewelry, rugs, books, ethnographic art, objets d’art as well as international art and antiques will be showcased. —M.O.